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Rank First quarter[8] Second quarter Third quarter Fourth quarter

1 Apple Inc.
596,988.7

2 Alphabet
511,445.1

3 Microsoft
434,130.1

4 Berkshire Hathaway
349,813.4

5 Exxon Mobil
346,616.5

6 Facebook
326,357.8

7 Johnson & Johnson
300,604.4

8 General Electric
295,545.7

9 Amazon Inc.
280,095.8

10 Wells Fargo
246,035.0

2015

This Financial Times Global 500–based list is up to date as of December 31, 2015. Indicated changes in
market value are relative to the previous quarter.

Top	  10	  US	  Companies	  
by	  Market	  Capitaliza8on	  

✔	  
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✔	  

✔	  

✔	  
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CS RESEARCH FUNDING PORTFOLIO 

NSF	  +	  DoD	  +	  DARPA	  
69.4%	  	  	  

NIH	  

Industry	  

Other	  Fed.	  

Other	  

Founda=ons	  

DOE	  

Source:	  2015	  Taulbee	  Survey,	  Table	  R2	  	  

NIH	  2003:	  2%	  
NIH	  2015:	  5%	  
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Tuesday, September 30th, 2014

BRAIN Initiative

Search

President Obama is making new investments in the
“BRAIN” Initiative — a bold new research effort to
revolutionize our understanding of the human mind and
uncover new ways to treat, prevent, and cure brain
disorders like Alzheimer’s, schizophrenia, autism,
epilepsy, and traumatic brain injury.

SHARE ON FACEBOOK
(HTTPS://FACEBOOK.COM/SHARER.PHP?

U=HTTP%3A%2F%2FWWW.WHITEHOUSE.GOV%2FSHARE%2FBRAIN-
INITIATIVE)

SHARE ON TWITTER (HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/INTENT/TWEET?
SOURCE=WEBCLIENT&TEXT=BRAIN+INITIATIVE+%7C+THE+WHITE+HOUSE%3A+HTTP%3A%2F%2FWH.GOV%2FLSEP+%40WHITEHOUSE)

BRIEFING ROOM ISSUES THE ADMINISTRATION PARTICIPATE 1600 PENN

7/18/16, 9!54 AMPlatforms for Advanced Wireless Research
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benefit by: helping to sustain U.S. industry leadership;

shaping design of research platforms; assisting in

selection of platform participants; and securing cutting-

edge research returns well in excess of initial

investment.

NSF currently funds over $50M annually in

fundamental, pre-competitive wireless research (3-6

years out) with over 400 university researchers. This

research could be greatly strengthened by PAWR.

(https://us-ignite-

org.s3.amazonaws.com/static/awt/images/Valley-of-

Death-ci3hnpng)

(https://us-ignite-

org.s3.amazonaws.com/static/awt/images/How does it

Work_.png)

$300M	  effort	  that	  will	  require	  new	  	  
compu8ng	  research	  	  

$400M	  gov’t-‐industry	  	  
partnership	  around	  wireless	  
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 NSF 16-106

DEAR COLLEAGUE LETTER: EXPLORING MECHANISMS TO ENHANCE
THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIETAL IMPACTS OF FUNDAMENTAL
ADVANCES IN INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES

July 1, 2016

Dear Colleague

Advances in information and communications technologies (ICT) are addressing a wide range of
economic and societal challenges. For example, researchers are investigating how advances in
learning science and technology can help close the educational achievement gap between children
in different income classes and aid non-college-educated workers in gaining new technical skills.
Additionally, as the nationâ€™s technically trained workforce grows, it will need new forms of work
including entirely new industries to achieve full employment and social progress. However,
identifying effective technology and successfully deploying it broadly remains a challenge. For
instance, although individualized health sensor technologies that track heart rate and physical
activity offer the potential to provide more densely-sampled medical data that can be useful for
diagnosis and prescription, research suggests that use of these devices may be reduced over time,
diminishing their overall impact.

Some of the characteristics and capabilities of ICT that can be harnessed to help address societal
challenges include:

Low marginal cost of ICT-enabled solutions, which will make it easier to scale effective
interventions;
Artificial intelligence, which can identify signal and noise patterns to predict physiological and
psychological states and behavior, and request medical interventions that can guide change in
those states;
Rapid, low-cost, at-scale experimentation, data analytics, and machine learning, which can
support continuous improvement of digital services;
Mobile devices, which can provide anytime, anywhere access to digital services;
Computer-supported cooperative work systems that maximize the ability of people with a
diversity of skills, tools, and work settings to collaborate for accomplishment of shared goals;
Educational systems that allow individuals to gain valuable scientific and engineering
knowledge through participation in scientific projects (i.e., public participation in science and
engineering research); and
Simulation, which can support learning by doing, authentic tasks that are predictive of on-the-
job performance, and embedded assessment.

Through this Dear Colleague Letter (DCL), the Directorates for Computer and Information

hUp://cra.org/ccc/events/compu8ng-‐innova8on-‐societal-‐needs-‐the-‐impact-‐of-‐compu8ng-‐research/	  

hUp://cra.org/ccc/events/ai-‐social-‐good/	  

Some	  helpful	  resources	  



… AND LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED 

CISE	  AC	  
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